17 – Popcorn Words

Topic – High frequency/sight word awareness, spelling of 4, 5 & 6 letter words.
Activity – Children echo the spelling and saying of each word. Use visuals of all the sight words. Cut out poster board shapes of popcorn kernels with a sight word on each one. Pass out to children and they jump up when we sing their word. Use (open) version on Hip – Hop AlphaBop to fill in any other sight words.

(Four, Five and Six letter words)

Chorus

Pot, pop Popcorn Words 2x
Pop, pop-up when you read 2x
In newspapers, books and magazines

1st Set

very – spell and say word
they
then
them
those
from

Repeat Chorus

2nd Set

went
what
when
which
want
would

Repeat Chorus

3rd Set

this
with
your
where
like
friend

Repeat Chorus